
Ignatian Vacation
Fledgling Preachers Cut Their Teeth
on the Strong Meat of the Exercises

As the last strains of organ music
echoed through the quickly-empty-
ing corridors just after Vespers on

Christmas Day, many seminarians could be
seen excitedly stuffing bags into
their cars in preparation for their
vacation trips home. Others,
who had chosen to spend the
entire Feast Day at the
Seminary, drifted slowly back
to their rooms for a rest (or
for a frenzy of packing).
Amid this general shift
into vacation
mode, however,
there was a
notable
exception.
The Deacon
who was
assigned to
assist in giv-
ing the five-
day Ignatian
retreat was
busy putting
the final touch to
his conferences,
setting up his
“office” for retreat
consultations and
taking care of the
numerous last-
minute details
which can make a
big difference in
the success of the Exercises.

This year’s Assistant Retreat Master
was Rev. Mr. Gary Holden, a native of Old
Langho, Lancashire (U.K.), and this was his
second experience in preaching the five-day

Spiritual Exercises. While other seminarians
were relaxing with family and friends, he
was giving conferences each day, consulting
with retreatants and generally pouring him-

self out for the spiritual good of the 45
dedicated men who chose to spend
the week after Christmas toiling for
eternal riches rather than vegetating
at home on their “days off.”

Why on earth would anyone want
to spend his Christmas vacation at the

Seminary? Just as the numerous
retreatants – men and

women – who

pass through
the Seminary’s

corridors each year
are convinced of
the power of St.

Ignatius’s Exercises
for the reform of their

own lives, so the priests and
seminarians who are
involved in preaching the
retreats are certain that the
Exercises are an indispensa-
ble means for the modern
apostolate. In the Seminary
Rule, Archbishop Lefebvre
laid down that the seminari-
ans “will have a love for the
Spiritual Exercises of St.

Ignatius, so often recommended by the
Popes, which will one day be a powerful
instrument of their apostolate.” Indeed,
most seminarians have made the five-day
retreat numerous times themselves, and

most will have made
the full 30-day
Exercises by the time
they are called upon to
preach to others. By this
point, they have good
reason to admire the
exceptional fruits of the
Exercises in themselves
and in others.

Not all retreatants,
however, are equally
convinced of the bene-
fits of the Ignatian
retreat when they first
decide to come. Some
fill in the inscription
form under pressure,
and they have little idea
of what to expect. If
any of the retreatants

enter the fray with visions of a week of
“spiritual coziness,” the facts soon shatter
their illusions. As Rev. Mr. Holden, or any-
one else who has helped in the preaching of
a retreat, could have told them, the Spiritual
Exercises are hard work – richly rewarding,
to be sure, but difficult nonetheless.

Rev. Mr. Gary Holden gave eight
conferences to 45 retreatants during
this year’s Christmas retreat before

sneaking away for a few days’rest in
preparation for returning to classes

on January 7th.

Second-year seminarian Frank Riccomini spent a great deal
of his spare time this Fall working on a new Nativity scene
for the chapel. The grandeur of the finished product can be
imagined from this photo taken during its final assembly.

At a small altar deep in the Seminary, the bust of a little man sculpted in clay
rests gargoyle-like at patient attention. His head is supported between his
hands, a frown deepens his heavy jaw and perpetual wrinkles ride up his face

to his bald dome. Cast in a state of eternal musing, his head serves as the base for a
credence table, holding the items necessary for Mass.

Seminarians serving at that altar recognize the gargoyle as John Della Penna
(JDP), sometime Seminary helper, who died in Minneapolis last October 29th. JDP
first found the Seminary in Ridgefield. A wanderer at heart and reclusive about his
past, he was an aggressive and colorful addition to Seminary life, handling his jobs
with a clatter and a bang, and clearing a path with his characteristic, “Outta the way,
fellas.” An intelligent man, he was an avid political hawk, and his knowledge of clas-
sical music was extensive. He would often greet the Seminary staff at breakfast with a
synopsis of the day’s news, and he was always game for musical trivia – name any
composition, and he could hum its opening bars. Religiously, he was sometimes chal-
lenged by the effects of his difficult background. In this regard, he was an example to
seminarians of the adaptability of the human spirit and the necessity of stability for
true peace of soul. 

Death has finally come to smooth JDP’s trou-
bles away. As his bust stands daily present at the
Mass, please join us in praying that his final jour-
ney may take him safely to his ultimate home.

“JDP”  W R.I .P.

Br. Marcel’s “JDP Gargoyle” graces
many Society chapels throughout the U.S.

In the Seminary crypt, it serves as the
base for a credence table.

▲

John Della Penna
(1940-2002) was justly
famous at the Seminary
for his inimitable salads.
We will not see the likes

of them again.
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The time-table is, generally, quite full,
since the condensation of an entire month’s
Exercises into five days leaves little time
free. As in the case of anything else which
is rewarding, there is no “free lunch” –

continued on page 4



Born in Springfield, IL, in 1940,
Father Gary Dilley went to Catholic
schools. Upon completing second-

ary school, he entered the Society of the
Divine Savior, a teaching order, as a
Brother. He lived as a lay religious for 12
years, until he was sent to Catholic
University of America in Washington, D.C.,
to study for the Priesthood. There he got his

Master’s degree in theol-
ogy, as well as degrees in
history and accounting.

Father notes that theo-
logical studies really
started to change in the
late 1960’s, after most of
his formation had been

completed, though he concedes that the last
few years of his university training were
quite affected by the “New Theology.”

Ordained in 1972 at the Basilica of the
National Shrine of the Immaculate
Conception in Washington, DC, he first
went to Richmond, VA, for a year of
Clerical Pastoral Education training. From
there Father was assigned to a parish in
Sacramento, CA, for almost five years; then
he became an Air Force chaplain for five
years, after which his Order was corrupting
so rapidly that he ultimately decided to
become a diocesan priest and served a
parish in South Carolina as pastor for 13
years. 

Father knew nothing about Tradition
through all this time. In fact, his first
glimpse came in June of 1988 from NBC
Nightly News, when they covered the
Society’s Episcopal Consecrations. Many of
his colleagues were affected by the news,
and the subsequent exposure given to
Tradition led some of them to the Priestly
Fraternity of St. Peter (FSSP). After a stay
in one of their houses, Fr. Dilley joined the
Fraternity as well. He studied Latin again,
and he eventually became pastor of a
Fraternity house for six years.

Father feels that the Fraternity of St.
Peter is “very much connected to the Novus
Ordo” and tied to the new Sacraments and
the Second Vatican Council, all of which
must be accepted by the Fraternity’s priests.
He notes that Fraternity priests must per-
form the New Mass and the other New

When 29 year-old Robert
Morrison stepped off a
submarine and in

through the doors of St. Thomas
Aquinas Seminary this autumn, he
sank 10 years in the U.S. Navy to
plunge into a year of Spirituality.
For him, it was the end of a long
voyage of warfare with the modern
world from which he surfaced a
Traditional Catholic, and the
beginning of a new expedition
which hopefully will one day gain
him the spoils of an eternal
Priesthood. Below, Mr. Morrison
shares with VERBUM some of the
details of his journey to the
Seminary and his impressions of
the world in which we live.

VERBUM: What sort of reli-
gious education did you receive
growing up in Austin, TX?

Mr . Morrison: No formal
education – my father was agnostic,
my mother was a non-practicing
Methodist, and I do not think I read
a Bible before I entered the Navy. Growing
up in the “Bible-belt” did afford me the
opportunity to observe the countless
“Christian” denominations preaching con-
tradictory beliefs while claiming to be dis-
ciples of the same Redeemer. As far as I
could determine, no church had legitimate
philosophical or historical claims to being
the One True Church. By the time I joined
the Navy I had effectively decided that
Christianity could not possibly be the
answer!

VERBUM: What first started you on
the road to the Catholic Faith?

Nuclear Sub Officer Surf

Former U.S. Navy Lieutenant Robert Morrison
spent several years as an engineer on a nuclear
submarine. He is now burying the past in the

Seminary’s Spirituality Year.

During Fr. Dilley’s recent visit, he addressed the seminarians on current problems in the
Church. His “war stories,” told in his unique style, held the crowd in rapt attention.

H.E. Bishop Fellay visited the Seminary
briefly during late December, and

his presence added solemnity to the
Christmas ceremonies. He celebrated

a Pontifical Low Mass, assisted
by Winona’s four deacons, on

December 23rd (above), and then
a Pontifical Mass at the Throne on

Christmas Day (right).

Superior General’s
Christmas Visit

Leap of Faith
Fr. Gary Dilley Makes a Long-Prepared Move to Tradition

Sacraments whenever they are operating
outside their own houses, and that their
semi-Traditional apostolate cannot be
advertised locally by so much as an outdoor
Mass schedule sign on the property.
Furthermore, the Fraternity is mute con-
cerning the abuses, scandals and sacrileges
of their more liberal peers, while they only
have plenty of “negative things” to say
about the Society of St. Pius X.

Fr. Dilley ultimately decided to leave
the FSSPbecause, as he bluntly states, they
are “not Traditionalists,” but merely pawns
in Rome’s game of “playing cat ‘n’mouse
with Traditionalists,” meaning the Society
of St. Pius X. The price for recognizing the
true distinction between semi-Tradition and
the Catholic Faith as handed down for
2,000 years is steep, but he has been willing
to pay it.

Father’s second “conversion to
Tradition” came about following a coinci-
dence of Providence. A few years ago, as
Father was driving through Minnesota on
his way to a series of conferences, he hap-
pened to see the entrance sign pointing to
St. Thomas Aquinas Seminary in Winona.
Fr. Dilley decided to drive in, and was
received by the Rector. He has kept in touch
ever since.

Father’s contract with the Fraternity of
St. Peter expired in January, and after ful-
filling a tour of duty for a diocesan Bishop,
he plans to stay at the Seminary through
Lent. “My spirituality is fed by the Old

Mass and the Old Breviary.” His decision
comes after five years of reflection, prayer
and study.

Fr. Dilley held off from rushing into
the Society because it takes “time to read
and reflect, and you have to know who the
enemy is.” Mere emotion is not enough to
make a sufficient conversion. “I’m doing
this as a matter of conscience.” Father has
lost many friends in his coming over to the
Society, but the Society’s members have all
been “very gracious” in receiving him.

Father says that to restore the Church
would take “Divine intervention,” and that
such a restoration “would have to be done
right; it can’t just be some sort of quick-
fix.” The Pope won’t act without the con-
sensus of his Curia and the College of
Bishops. The corruption of the laity is wide-
spread; he says that many of those married

in the Newchurch use contraception, and
that this exhibits the key difference between
Catholicism and the Newchurch: sacrifice.
“To be a true Catholic – I don’t like the
term ‘Traditionalist’– demands sacrifice.”
He observes that this
notion is entirely lost in
the Newchurch. “Of
course, Jesus didn’t have
it easy, so why should
we?”

Cast off by one
family and embraced by
another, Fr. Dilley feels
like a “battered person,”
though he does not
regret his decision. “I’m
leaving, and I feel like
I’m not leaving anything
behind.”

Mr . Morrison: Initially, it was the
road away from everything else. My par-
ents were divorced, most of my teachers
were insane, and every aspect of society
seemed to be rotten. Eventually, I sought
refuge in “punk rock” music and the many
liberal activist groups that surround that
culture. During the summer of 1992, after a
terrible year at the University of Texas, I
was fighting with my family, moving from
bad job to bad job, and felt that my life had
reached a dead end. As a “liberal punk” I
detested the military but, desperate to
change my life, I enlisted in the Navy. Over
the course of the next year, I was selected
for the Naval Academy, un-selected



because of my poor eyesight, and finally
ordered to report to Annapolis in June of
1993. Upon entering the Naval Academy, I
began to realize that only a benevolent God
could have led me to Annapolis by way of
such a strange path. Dr. David White taught
about 60 of us (out of 1,000 freshmen) our
initial Literature course. At modern “institu-
tions of higher learning,” it is rare to find a
professor teaching with competence and
authority – such a professor is a like a mag-
net for students seeking the Truth. During
the next few semesters Dr. White had the
patience to give me honest answers to all of
my questions, each leading me closer to
Catholicism.

VERBUM: Once a Catholic, what led
you to think about entering the Seminary?

Mr . Morrison: Every time I met a
priest, I added another name to my list of
heroes. As my admiration for the
Priesthood grew, so did my realization that
we need many more priests. This is all the
attraction a young man needs to seek a
vocation. My decision to enter the
Seminary was not based on any belief that I
could be a good priest, but rather on the
understanding that offering oneself to God
is the best thing a person can ever do. We
are not all called to be priests, but God
wants us to let Him decide whether we are
called or not! 

VERBUM: What does it take to bring
modern young men like yourself to the
Catholic Faith?

Mr . Morrison: Certainly it is a grace
that I cannot begin to fathom. I can look
back and see that I recognized many real
problems in society and had a strong desire

to find the Truth. Somehow, Dr. White and
Fr. Ringrose (a priest friend of the Society
in Vienna, VA) were able to clear out
enough of the rotten ideas that the modern
world had put in my head to make room for
Catholicism. Young people need to be
shown that the modern world is a busted
flush, they need knowledgeable and pious
Catholics to lead them to the Truth, and
they need our prayers.

VERBUM: What is your evaluation of
the education given to the elite of
America’s young at the Naval Academy?

Mr . Morrison: Those administering
the education are, for the most part, inebri-
ated with the liberal principles that are
destroying society. As such, everything is
tainted with that nonsense. Although
Annapolis continues to attract young people
who are bright and eager to serve the coun-
try honorably, nearly all of these become
disillusioned within the first year. Perhaps
midshipmen still learn how to persevere in

faces at Seminary

A large group of seminarians participated in this year’s outing to a local nursing home
to sing Christmas carols. Although the audience was small, the residents were grateful

for the music, directed by fifth-year seminarian Michael Goldade (inset).

The year of Humanities is alive and
flourishing. Now, halfway into the fourth
year since its inception, the pre-Seminary
year is no longer a pilot program but a
Seminary institution. The program that
was primarily designed to mend the way-
ward ways of modern education before
plunging new seminarians into Ascetical &
Mystical Theology and slipping them into
cassocks, is doing much more than that. It
is teaching common sense. It is reinforcing
a nature which is deliberately crushed in
the artificial modern world. And, in this
way, it is providing a proper receptacle for
the manifold graces of supernature that
build up in seven years at the Seminary,

culminating in the ultimate grace, the
Sacrament of Holy Orders.

Perhaps the greatest proof of the year’s
ongoing success is the 16 eager faces that
still pop up Monday through Friday in the
Music Room for their share of Humanities
fare. The strikingly low rate of attrition thus
far in this year’s largest ever Humanities
class bears witness to the need it is fulfilling
in an ambiance of Seminary rigor. But for
those who will not stay for the entire seven
years, what does the year of Humanities
offer? For someone who is going to spend
his life in the technological world of the
21st century, of what use are literature,
music and history? Humanities seminarian

Michael Fortin, in comparing his
studies this year with his three
years of college experience, has
the answer. “In the schools today,
all they use are computers. That
doesn’t help you to think at all for
yourself. On the contrary, when
you study music, history and liter-
ature, when you look back in the
past, at human nature itself, these
subjects help you to develop how
to think and help you to think, to
do the right thing. You are always
searching for the Truth.”

But the Seminary is, after all,
here for the training of priests!
Priests need theology! Priest need
devotion! What need do priests
have of literature?!? “If you do
become a priest, you will have to
be a teacher. More than likely, you

will teach the youth in some way, shape or
form. It is not as if you can just teach reli-
gion, and they will soak it all in. It’s by
going after their human nature that you will
draw them to the supernature, towards God.
The youth are not going to get better in the
next five or six years. They need to have a
taste of this literature, this music. If you
don’t have it yourself, how are you going to
convey it to them?”

A level head on the natural level
makes for a steady priest on the supernatu-
ral level, but a supernatural life up in the
clouds without a grounding in natural reali-
ty makes for a disastrous separation of

Faith and reason, and a priest unable to
cope with life’s everyday crises. Hence, a
year of music, literature, history and Latin
for our pre-seminarians. For future priests,
it means being in touch both with God and
the creature. For those who do not finish as
priests, it means more of a solid balance
that will help not to be overcome by the
perversions of the modern world. As the 16
in this year’s Humanities class continue
their exploration of Livy and Beethoven,
VERBUMasks its readers to pray that these
naturally fortified young men may perse-
vere to attain one day the supernatural
reward of the Catholic Priesthood. 

The Year of Humanities:
Preparing Nature for Supernature

The Hills Are Alive
During the Christmas season, semi-

narians “warmed up” to the harmo-
nious sound of polyphonic music!

Two years have passed since polyphony
was last heard on Stockton Hill. But
now, thanks to the skillful conducting
of fifth-year seminarian Michael
Goldade, “the sound of music” is back!

The choir had its first opportunity
to perform on December 8th, singing
“Ave Maria” for the Feast of the
Immaculate Conception. A week later,
they performed for the residents at a
local nursing home. Their major per-
formance, however, was on Christmas
Eve. Holiday favorites, such as “Veni,
Veni, Emmanuel,” “ Adeste, Fideles”

and “Lo, How a Rose E’er Blooming” were
sung just prior to Midnight Mass, adding a
beautiful, poignant touch to the evening’s
ceremonies.

Seminarians made their rounds through
the nursing home, singing jubilantly up

and down the hallways.

tough situations, but beyond this there is lit-
tle of redeeming value.

VERBUM: What was the most chal-
lenging thing about being a Traditional
Catholic on a submarine?

Mr . Morrison: There are no
Sacraments, and for the most part the other
officers and sailors revel in sin. Every
“diversion” that others seize upon to make
their hardships more bearable inevitably

makes a Catholic’s
day more difficult.
One learns very
quickly that either he
must remain faithful
to God’s graces, or
he will sink in the
depths of sin that
drown everyone else.
Compared to these
spiritual battles, the
sometimes arduous
schedule and compli-
cated tasks on board
were easy. 

VERBUM: In your
travels around the

world, what were your observations on the
degree of the loss of Faith and culture in
other countries as opposed to the U.S.?

Mr . Morrison: No matter how much
we know about the crisis in the Church, it
is still shocking to see once Catholic coun-
tries that have now abandoned the Faith.
Catholicism in America is certainly in a sad
state, but it is much more tragic for those
nations that have thrown away the Faith we
were never so blessed to have. It is a
tremendous comfort when one does have an
opportunity to attend Mass at an SSPX cen-
ter in another country. I was able to spend
time in Rome, Madrid, Paris and London,
and in each city the highlight was without
question attending the Tridentine Mass.
This is, after all, what made Europe worth
visiting.

VERBUM: What advice would you
have for Traditional Catholics immersed in
the modern world?

Mr . Morrison: You will never find
enduring peace by compromising with the
modern world. Place all your trust in God,
stay close to the Sacraments and say the
Rosary every day!

The early-morning hours of Christmas Day found seminarians
and brothers cleaning up the remains of the post-Mass banquet

before crawling off for a few hours of sleep.

Humanities seminarians team up during their
nightly study hall sessions to rack their brains over
Latin grammar. Here, Michael Fortin (right) guides

Joseph Biehl (left) and Matthew Barr (middle)
through the mysteries of gerundives.



somebody has to pay, and the ones most
heavily taxed are the retreat masters, who,
of course, still have to fulfill all of their nor-
mal spiritual obligations in addition to help-
ing the retreatants. In fact, it has been said
that the more fervent the retreatants, the
more heavily the preachers must pay. They
do pay, and gladly, for they are willing to
“spend themselves and be spent” for the
good of the souls for whom Our Lord died.

Retreat preaching gives the sixth-year
seminarians extensive opportunities to pre-
pare for their future apostolate. In fact, in
the normal course of events, each Winona
deacon will assist in giving at least one
retreat during his final year precisely in
order to make this preparation.

The process of preparing the confer-
ences can be daunting, despite the new
preacher’s experiences of the Exercises
from his own retreats, but, by studying his
old retreat notes, the Exercises themselves
and, in some cases, the numerous materials
prepared by experts such as Fr. Ludovic-
Marie Barrielle, the deacon is able to get a
feel for the central point of each exercise.

Ignatian
Vacation (cont.)

of a tragic end for the generator, its condi-
tion was – if not critical – then, at least
doubtful. However, in a month’s time the
prognosis became ever more positive, and
today the generator sits triumphantly inert,
waiting for the power to go out.

The Generator Lives!

Humanities seminarian
Timothy Sick lends a
helping hand with the

Seminary’s newly-installed
generator. The 50,000-watt

mass of machinery has
helped to make St. Thomas

Aquinas Seminary
officially Y3K-compliant!

▲

Seminarians are typing, formating
and printing with greater efficien-
cy and less confusion than ever

before. Thanks to a generous donation,
the Seminary’s computer room has
received a much-needed overhaul. The
old Macintosh computers which previ-
ously occupied the room have been
replaced with chic Dell desktops running
at Pentium II speeds. The new systems
have been networked, eliminating the
need for pesky diskettes, and monthly
backups are made to reduce the possibil-
ity of data loss. With the new seminari-
an-friendly operating system, computer
room chaos will hopefully be supplanted
by computer confidence and, perhaps,
computer competence.

Although the new computers cannot
replace old-fashioned hard work, they
serve as extremely useful time-saving
tools for many Seminary-related tasks.

Desktop Donation

The installation of the
generator required some
structural changes in the
Seminary’s boiler room.

Here, fourth-year seminarian
Raymond Lillis works on a

wall separating the generator
from the firewood chute.

▲

Filling in the outlines with concrete exam-
ples and scriptural quotations is the next
step. None of this, however, is sufficient to
prepare the new preacher for the pressure of

dozens of eyes watching intently as
he tries to overcome his nerves in
the first conference. But, if he has
done his homework and prepared
himself well spiritually, the retreat
preacher can be amazed at the facil-
ity with which the right words and
examples (better than those pre-
pared) can come to mind.
As the retreat goes on, although

routine makes the process easier,
the added task of retreatant consul-

tations can become a real test
of the deacon’s knowledge
and prudence. Keeping up
with his own spiritual life in
the midst of all these activi-
ties can be challenging, but
the retreat preacher sees,
more than ever, the value of
his fidelity – for himself and
for the retreatants.

All of this can be very
draining for the retreat mas-
ters, but their exhaustion is
often a sign of the genuine
conversions, progress and
practical, efficacious resolu-
tions made by the retreatants.
And, lest the picture appear
too bleak, anyone who has
helped to give an Ignatian
retreat can testify that the
real satisfaction of the
exhausted retreat masters in
such cases is just as pro-
found as it is incomprehensi-
ble to those who have not
yet been called upon to lend
themselves as Our Lord’s
instruments to this great
work for souls.

Contrary to popular belief, the Seminary is a strong supporter of PETA (People for the
Enjoyment of Tasty Animals). Here, seminarians Matthew Heidt and Frank Riccomini

watch attentively as Chef Scott Johnsrud makes quick work of his latest kill.

Rev. Mr. Gary Holden, fishing this time for
fish, astounded the community by reeling

in this 6-lb. bass in late October.

▲

The Seminary’s regenerated genera-
tor is now positioned properly in
place with all of its appropriate

parts revived, revamped and refurbished.
VERBUMreaders will recall that the gen-
erator and a certain crane had a falling out
of sorts. In what looked like the beginnings

Fr. Wolfgang Göttler spends
several hours each week maintain-

ing the Seminary orchard. Here
fifth-year seminarian David
Thomas brushes debris from
Father’s recently repaired

heavy-duty mower.

▲


